Prior to the Sloan Digital Sky Survey (SDSS), there were only nine known DBVs compared to 35 DAVs. The latest SDSS DR4 White Dwarf Catalogue (Eisenstein et al. 2006 ) has quadrupled the number of known white dwarf stars. We have been searching for new DBVs from the SDSS catalogue. Increased numbers of DBVs will help us better understand the structure and evolution of DBs, the nature of their instability strip as well as plasmon neutrino processes (Winget et al. 2004 ). We searched for DBV candidates using effective temperatures and surface gravities determined by fitting SDSS spectra with Koester's atmosphere models. We then obtained time-series photometric data on those with fit temperatures near those of the known pulsators. So far we have discovered 8 new DBVs, nearly doubling the number of previously known DBVs. With increased numbers of DBVs, we will be able to better characterize the instability strip, but, we also need more precise determinations of the temperatures and surface gravities via better signal to noise spectra and better lower limits for the observed non-variables. This effort is ongoing.
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Prior to the Sloan Digital Sky Survey (SDSS), there were only nine known DBVs compared to 35 DAVs. The latest SDSS DR4 White Dwarf Catalogue (Eisenstein et al. 2006 ) has quadrupled the number of known white dwarf stars. We have been searching for new DBVs from the SDSS catalogue. Increased numbers of DBVs will help us better understand the structure and evolution of DBs, the nature of their instability strip as well as plasmon neutrino processes (Winget et al. 2004) . We searched for DBV candidates using effective temperatures and surface gravities determined by fitting SDSS spectra with Koester's atmosphere models. We then obtained time-series photometric data on those with fit temperatures near those of the known pulsators. So far we have discovered 8 new DBVs, nearly doubling the number of previously known DBVs. With increased numbers of DBVs, we will be able to better characterize the instability strip, but, we also need more precise determinations of the temperatures and surface gravities via better signal to noise spectra and better lower limits for the observed non-variables. This effort is ongoing. (Eisenstein et al. 2006) around the DBV instability strip, along with the previously known DBVs with their physical parameters taken from Beauchamp et al. (1999) . Solid dots show the new DBVs and triangles the previously-known DBVs. Squares show the DBs which did not show any variability and hollow circles show the rest of the DBs in the SDSS DR4 WD catalogue. Most of the DBs which we did not see any variability so far have such high amplitude limits that we cannot tell if they are truly non-pulsators or not. To characterize the instability strip better, we need better determinations of the physical parameters (from better signal-to-noise spectra) and better variability amplitude limits (1 mma or better). We found no pulsator hotter than EC20058 and hence the best chance of determining the neutrino production rates still lies with this star. Table 1 : Results of our work so far. The top section of the table shows the objects that showed variability during at least one observation. Separated by a double vertical line, the second half of the table shows the objects which did not yet show variability. In the status section, we noted the objects which showed variability by "DBV". For the objects we have not seen variability of, we put the amplitude limit in the status section. The objects we have only observed once are noted by (1). Beating of multiple modes and amplitude modulation can make a pulsator appear as a non-pulsator. Therefore, we aim to observe each object at least two separate times, including new pulsators to ensure we have found a real pulsator.
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